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SUPER 100’S

NEW DELUXE 

501501 - 501572

One of the foundations of the Scabal fabric collections, New Deluxe has been 

renewed for a new decade. A true year-round collection of plains, with over 70 

colours to choose from, including 12 brand new shades and the introduction of 

a selection of melanges in classic suiting colours for the gentleman that wants 

some added interest and texture. 

The Super 100’s wool makes for a very adaptable cloth that is as easy to care 

for, as it is to tailor and at 260gm the Prunelle weave adds a comfortable 

wearing quality making it a versatile choice for suits, trousers, or jackets.
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The Cosmopolitan collection is a new introduction with a global feel. Made 

from superfine Merino wool, this tropical fabric range is as varied as its name 

suggests. Striped designs feature throughout in variations from classic pinstripe 

to two tone, narrow and shadow, many featuring subtle complementary 

colour combinations. There is also a solid selection of checks and glenchecks 

where tonal colours have been woven to create intricate designs. 

The stand out story within the collection is the two tone changeant cloths. 

These combine contrasting colours to create a result that changes shades 

depending on the light and vary in impact from the close-up discovery of the 

brown/blue mix to the stand out boldness of the orange/turquoise. This is 

a collection that deserves to be explored.

100% SUPERFINE MERINO WOOL 

COSMOPOLITAN 

705161 - 705206
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Made from a superfine Merino wool the Image collection is a go-to for year-

round suiting choices. The collection is constructed from a Prunelle twill 

which enriches the weave and ensures it is very durable but with a modern 

drape and a soft hand feel. This construction works particularly well with 

striped designs and you will f ind an assortment featured throughout. What 

is unusual, are the checks and glenchecks that our master weavers have also 

created with the Prunelle, which gives them a more refined look. Subtle micro 

designs and shadow weaves also feature to add close up interest to cloths that 

from a distance look plain. 

This collection is designed for traditional business suiting so base colours 

are the classic shades of browns, blues, greys and blacks but there are some 

unexpected brights hidden subtly in the checks and the stripes, which add 

a modern touch and a fresh feel.

100% SUPERFINE MERINO WOOL

IMAGE 

705211 - 705275
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For the regular business traveller efficiency and adaptability are essential traits 

of a successful working wardrobe and this new collection has been designed 

with this in mind.

Turbo Travel is the perfect choice for the modern gentleman who chooses 

to travel light. As well as being breathable and crease-resistant, making it 

ideal to be packed into a suitcase, it is lightweight with a comfortable natural 

stretch and a water-repellent finish to help keep you cool in hot climates and 

dry in wet ones.

Choose from a palette of neutral plain colours including a selection of soft 

melanges or modern fancy checks where a double twisted yarn has been used 

to give a 3D look to the designs.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY STRETCH

TURBO TRAVEL 

705281 - 705319
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This exclusive collection wouldn’t be out of place amongst the sights of New 

York, like Manhattan itself, it’s a mix of classic but with a modern twist. 

This luxurious range is lightweight, but don’t be fooled – its remarkably easy 

to tailor thanks to the added silk which has been spun around each wool 

thread to create a surprising robustness without adding weight. The silk also 

adds a subtle lustre, highlighting the discrete pick and pick designs and inter 

woven colours which include rich browns, royal blues and business greys.

SUPER 150’S & SILK

MANHATTAN 

753961 - 753980
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Designed for the connoisseur who is looking for understated luxury but loves 

to wear colour. This exclusive collection of plains is anything but, with 

a distinctly summer feel, the pastel colours recall sun drenched days. There are 

also some classics featured, brown, beige and a selection of blues bring some 

pragmatism to the range. The mix of Silk and Mohair complement each other 

perfectly with the Mohair adding a more refined finish and a dry hand feel 

and the Silk adding a beautiful luminosity to the finish of each cloth.

WOOL - KID MOHAIR - SILK

MOHAIR AND SILK 

753991 - 754004
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FRISÉ SUMMER JACKETS

Inspired by the vibrant area of Milan where the Scabal office is based, the San 

Babila collection is a selective jacketing assortment of ten specially created 

designs all featuring a distinctive Frisé yarn. The fancy designs all share 

the same base colours of red, white, blue and black but when the colours 

are combined in different ways they produce a collection of interest with 

a distinctly Italian feel. 

320gm may sound heavy for a summer collection but the use of the Frisé yarns 

adds texture rather than weight making it perfect for a statement jacket that 

can be adapted to day or night wear throughout the summer season.

SAN BABILA 

802761 - 802770
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Building on its refined lineage, the Nobility collection has been re-imagined 

for a new season. It feels fresh and new and will add a splash of colour to 

your day. Two new fabric stories have been introduced, the first is a two-

tone silk combination which has been woven to ensure the silk shines through 

the patterns and gives the impression it is f loating on the ground colours. 

The colour combinations are unusual and are created by using silver and 

gold as the base with mixes of browns and blues that creates both cool and 

warm colour.

Also new, is the introduction of a classic navy alongside some pure silk 

melange options in a selection of bright shades which looks soft and gleaming 

a technique that is hard to achieve with pure silk.

Across the rest of the collection there is a wide choice of patterns & designs, 

dramatic checks and rich houndstooth feature alongside soft pastel 

herringbones. The silk finish adds a touch of glamour throughout and 

a beautiful sheen to these exquisite fabrics. 

SILK BLEND AND PURE SILK JACKETS

NOBILITY 

852891 - 852927
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SUMMER JACKETS

ST. TROPEZ 

852931 - 852962

Summer doesn’t get any more glamorous than St Tropez and this new 

collection is the epitome of that feeling. Linen, silk, cotton and fine wools 

have been mixed in different combinations to create variety and interest 

throughout the range. 

Designed for those who want to stand out, colours and patterns are bright 

and fancy. Choices range from an unusual striped seersucker to a selection 

of vibrant large check designs. This is a collection full of textures, the ground 

colours give a 3D feel and the highlight colours pop, with the silk adding 

a luxurious shine.

The range is completed by two beautifully textured pure navy wools, light 

enough to create a blazer of distinction but with a touch of natural stretch 

to ensure relaxed comfort. Perfect for dressing up a tranquil evening on the 

French Riviera. 
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Following this success, Scabal was discovered by Hollywood and over the past 

50 years it has provided the fabrics that have helped bring some of the worlds 

most iconic characters to life. Most recently dressing Robert Redford in The 

Old Man and the Gun, his last acting role. 

Through our network of tailoring partners Scabal has been worn by some of 

the world’s most discerning businessmen and high profile celebrities.

05. 

SCABAL AND THE ARTS
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OVER 80 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

 75 GLOBAL MARKETS

OVER 500 EMPLOYEES GLOBALLY

12 OFFICES IN KEY INTERNATIONAL CITIES

5000 INDIVIDUAL FABRICS IN STOCK

OVER 800 FABRIC LENGTHS CUT EACH DAY

10 NEW FABRIC COLLECTIONS EACH SEASON

7 FLAGSHIP STORES

08. 

SCABAL IN NUMBERS

09. 

OUR PARTNERS








